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NUMBERS
The most heavily-traveled urban rail systems in North
America use numbers as line designations. The New
York subway, with its outsized pop-culture profile,
has effectively cornered the market on numbered rail
lines. The mere mention of 2-train and 7-train conjures
images of the Big Apple. Thanks to the New York
connotation, numbers also imply an extremely complex
rail system.
Using a number with an alternate word (“1-route” or
“Route 1”) suggests a bus service, thus risking conflict
with the bus system.
Toronto issued one-digit numbers to its subway lines in
2013, but only after renumbering several bus routes.
Considering Valley Metro’s logical, street-grid based
bus route numbering—and the advantage of presenting
a simple rail system—we do not recommend use of
numbers for Valley Metro Rail.
Examples:

•
•
•

New York (numbers and letters)
Toronto
Mexico City

Local Buses
136
0
1
3
7
8

Main bus route
Select trips only

Central Ave
Washington St/Jefferson St
Van Buren St
7th St
7th Ave

10 Roosevelt St
12 12th St
13
15
16
17
19
27
28
29

Buckeye Rd
15th Ave
16th St
McDowell Rd
19th Ave
27th Ave

41
43
44
45
48
50
51
52

Indian School Rd
43rd Ave
44th St/Tatum Blvd
Broadway Rd

Lower Buckeye Rd

Thomas Rd
30 University Dr
32 32nd St
35 35th Ave
39 40th St
40 Apache Blvd/Main St

48th St/Rio Salado Pkwy
Camelback Rd
51st Ave
Roeser Rd

56 Priest Dr
59 59th Ave
Valley Metro’s bus route numbers
are derived from their position on
Phoenix’s street grid. (2016)
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example:

Line

1

The complex network of New York City subway lines, numbered and lettered, in downtown
Manhattan and Brooklyn. (MTA New York City Transit, 2016)

Toronto’s newly numbered subway lines replace old street-based names.
(Toronto Transit Commission, 2015)
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ENDPOINTS
A handful of rail systems designate lines by one or both
endpoints. For example, the Dublin/Pleasanton–Daly
City Line at BART. The names refer to opposite ends of
the line. The central cities of San Francisco and Oakland
sit in the middle; they are never mentioned in any line
name.
Some radial systems—particularly commuter
railroads—use a modified version of endpoint naming.
At Southern California’s Metrolink system, most lines
start and end in Downtown Los Angeles. They are
named solely for their outer ends: Ventura County Line,
Riverside Line, etc. Metrolink also features one suburbto-suburb line. With no ”inner“ end, this line is named
for both ends: Inland Empire–Orange County Line.
Endpoint names are limited in flexibility. They strain
to handle short-turn situations: BART’s awkwardly
named Richmond–Daly City/Millbrae Line attempts
to communicate that some trains end at Daly City,
while others continue to Millbrae. Without existing
knowledge of the system, it’s hard to make sense of the
line name.
Endpoint names give undue emphasis to far-flung
parts of the line, which are of minimal interest to highridership core areas. To highlight Valley Metro Rail’s
appeal to the whole service area, we do not recommend
endpoint names.
Examples:

•
•
•
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San Francisco Bay Area (BART)
San Jose
Southern California (Metrolink)

Antelope Valley Line
Inland Empire-Orange County Line
Orange County Line

Station
Multipl

Amtrak

Riverside Line

Metro

San Bernardino Line

LAX Fly

Ventura County Line

Coaste

91/Perris Valley Line
Future Station
metrolinktrains.com

Endpoint line names are common on
commuter rail systems.
(Metrolink, 2016)

Oceans

Sprinte

Oceans

Effe

Glendale–Mesa

example:

Pittsburg/
Bay Point

BART System Map
Pittsburg/Bay Point – SFO/Millbrae Line

Richmond

Dublin/Pleasanton – Daly City Line
Richmond – Fremont Line

North Concord/
Martinez

El Cerrito del Norte

Fremont – Daly City Line

Concord

El Cerrito Plaza

NO EVENING OR SUNDAY SERVICE

Richmond – Millbrae Line

Pleasant Hill/
Contra Costa Centre

North Berkeley

NO EVENING OR SUNDAY SERVICE

Oakland International Airport (OAK)

Downtown Berkeley

SERVICE BETWEEN COLISEUM & OAKLAND
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT STATIONS

Walnut Creek

Ashby

Transfer Station
Transfer Station for Service to
Oakland International Airport

Lafayette
Orinda
Rockridge
MacArthur TIMED TRANSFER (SOUTHBOUND)

BART Parking

West Oakland

19th St/Oakland TIMED TRANSFER (NORTHBOUND)
12th St/Oakland City Center

SAN FRANCISCO

EAST BAY

Lake Merritt

Embarcadero
Montgomery St
Powell St
Civic Center/UN Plaza

Fruitvale
Coliseum

TRANSFER FOR SERVICE TO OAKLAND INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

San Leandro

16th St Mission
24th St Mission
Glen Park
Balboa Park

Bay Fair
Castro Valley

Oakland
International
Airport (OAK)

Daly City

West Dublin/
Pleasanton

Dublin/
Pleasanton

Hayward

Colma

South Hayward

San Francisco
International
Airport (SFO)

South
San Francisco

Union City

San Bruno
MON-FRI after 9 pm
SAT-SUN all day

MON-FRI before 9 pm

Millbrae

Fremont

PENINSULA
© BART 201

Although BART’s lines have strong primary colors, they are only referred to by their endpoints.
(Bay Area Rapid Transit District, 2016)
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LINE NAMES
Simple systems can use one name to serve two
purposes: designating the line and branding the entire
rail system. This approach has fit Phoenix’s current
arrangement: the name Valley Metro Rail has led the
system to a solid identity.
For a growing Valley Metro Rail system, we considered
themed names as a unique solution to line designation.
Environment-derived names like Javelina Line, Desert
Line, Saguaro Line, Hohokam Line could have inspired
a memorable experience. However, such names would
have compromised the system’s legibility. Making sense
of themed names requires a direct knowledge of the
local landscape—something that cannot be expected of
all users.
Among North American rail systems, few use freestanding line names. In Vancouver, Expo Line,
Millennium Line and Canada Line refer to cultural
features—with little regard for corridors served. In
Baltimore, Metro Subway and Light Rail are rare
instances of line names that prominently reference
their mode.
To observe best-practice and keep Valley Metro Rail
approachable for all users, we do not recommend using
line names.
Examples:

•
•
•
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Baltimore
Ottawa
Vancouver

example:

Hohokam Line

Vancouver’s SkyTrain network uses historic and cultural themes for line names. The Expo Line
is named after Expo ‘86; it was built with the fair in mind. (TransLink, 2016)

Maryland MTA’s Light Rail and Metro
Subway are standalone lines referred
by their mode name. (Maryland Transit
Administration, 2014)
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DIRECTIONAL NAMES
Geographically, Atlanta’s MARTA rail system is
similar to Valley Metro Rail. Both feature plus-shaped
footprints, both radiate from the central city in all
cardinal directions. Away from downtown, main lines
branch off into less frequent portions.
Until recently, MARTA lines were designated by
essential direction: East–West Line, Northeast–South
Line. The strategy cascaded to the stations, with
directional codes like W3 and NE10 as part of the
public-facing station name.
Through extensions and additional operating patterns,
directional names served MARTA for three decades.
With a modified service layout, MARTA eventually
converted to line colors and ceased using the directional
station codes.
Rather than operating strictly north-south or east-west,
Valley Metro Rail features a stairstep design: individual
lines embrace the Valley’s street grid. With such turns
built in to the system’s design, a direction-based
naming convention is not suitable for Valley Metro Rail.
Examples:
No current examples, formerly Atlanta
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example:

East-West Line

From its opening until 2009, MARTA used directional line names and numbered station codes.
(Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority, 2008)
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COLORS
A large share of rail systems use colors for line names.
Indeed, colors are friendly and can be easy to follow.
Colors work best where lines have minimal overlap. In
systems with extensive line overlaps—such as Valley
Metro Rail’s long-term vision—colors can lose their pop.
When lines run together, colors must be carefully
balanced. Color pairings should offer adequate
contrast while avoiding unsightly clashes. Depending
on operating patterns, an ideal balance isn’t always
possible.
Color names are limited to universally recognized
tones—generally, five or six named colors. Chicago’s “L”
system tests the limit, where eight color-named lines
include unusual selections like the Brown Line and the
Pink Line.
With eight rapid transit lines,
Chicago must use unusual colors
like brown and pink. (Chicago
Transit Authority, 2016)

Colors can bring visibility challenges—especially in
hard-light conditions. Considering Valley Metro Rail’s
outdoor construction and sun-drenched surroundings,
colors could lose their vividness—on printed maps,
digital displays, and wayfinding installations.
Persons with colorblindness may have trouble
distinguishing colors—whether single colors or
combinations of colors. Accessibility guidelines
recommend redundant information to be combined
with color. However, keying colors to text labels, as
Chicago does, can add clutter to the map presentation.

The Califorinia sun sapped the aqua color from
this disc, but the letter remains highly legible.
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example:

Blue Line

Colors may also create confusion with old rail plans
and former bus route designations. In Phoenix, Red
Line, Blue Line, Green Line and Yellow Line bus
routes were discontinued by 2008. But, their crossValley coverage may live on in the minds of longtime transit customers.
While we are not recommending colors as the
official lines’ names, our proposed solution does use
color as a secondary designation component.
Examples:

•
•
•

Dallas

In 1965, Boston became the first system to introduce
color line names. The Green Line, with its complex
service patterns, also uses letters (Masachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority, 1965)

Washington, DC
Chicago

Phoenix’s colorcoded bus lines followed the routes of a rail proposal
from 1989. Note letter keys for the colors. (Valley Metro, 2002)
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LETTERS
After thorough consideration, our preliminary findings
suggest using letters for Valley Metro Rail line
designations.
Letters offer distinct advantages for the Valley:

A
LINE

1
10
59

The New York City Subway's iconic and versatile
service bullets. Letters (and numbers) are the
primary designation. Colors are a secondary
designation grouping lines through Manhattan.

Seattle uses letter designations to differentiate
its bus rapid transit lines from numbered routes.
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•

Clear expression of modes. With letters
for rail and numbers for bus, customers can
know what kind of vehicle to expect.

•

Assertive identification. All designations
feature large, bold black letters. It enables
wayfinding collateral to stand out amid ambient
urban clutter and unrelenting desert sun.

•

Bi-lingual. Pronunciation of letters is roughly
equal in English and Spanish, enabling greater
legibility for Spanish-speaking customers.

•

Room for growth. With two-dozen options,
a letter system leaves ample flexibility for
additional lines or operating patterns.

•

Ability for classification. Letters can be grouped
to give further information about a rail line. Read
on to see how front-of-alphabet letters are for
main lines, and later letters are for feeder lines.

example:

A
LINE

Letters can enable an identity system that is as unique
as it is effective. Like numbers, letters are also evocative
of the New York subway (the A-train is the fastest
way to… Mesa?) So, to establish an unmistakable
Phoenixness, we propose several key accompaniments
for the letters:

•

Desert colors. Though colors are not the primary
designation, each letter has a theme color. All
colors are pastels, both to contrast with bold black
letters and to salute the desert landscape. Streetcar
lines—starting with Tempe—all use a neutral color,
so as to suggest their non-regional coverage.

•

Written notation. In writing, rail line
names includes the component “-Line” or
“-Streetcar”. For example, “Take the A-Line
to Tempe, then transfer to the S-Streetcar.”
Suddenly, it sounds nothing like New York.

•

Distinctive badge. In graphic representations,
such as maps and wayfinding, each rail
line uses a specially designed badge.

With consistent written notation and badge usage, the
letters will never float alone as loose fragments of text.
The specific letters proposed for the whole Valley
Metro Rail network are A, B, C, G, S and, in the scenario
of a Downtown Phoenix streetcar, U.

The pastel blue colors of the Veterans Way/
College Ave station shelters are in harmony
with the Hayden Butte’s (“A” Mountain) rock in
downtown Tempe.

B
LINE

Proposed distinctive badge for
Valley Metro Rail B-Line
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LETTERS
On transit maps further afield, letters have established
clear identities in a variety of contexts:

DENVER
A close analog for Phoenix, the rail system in Denver is
in the midst of major expansion. As a newer system in a
spread-out western city, there is ongoing need to keep
the system easy, approachable and scalable.
Denver’s rail network includes single-line branches
as well as extensive overlaps: at some stations, five
different lines call on one platform.

A train destination sign indicating the D Line.

Due to the complex overlaps and configurations, colors
alone would not furnish adequate contrast. Similar to
our proposed solution for Phoenix, rail lines in Denver
have colors—but their primary identification tool is
letters.
The system opened in 1994 with a single line. In 2002,
two letters (C and D) came into use to distinguish a
new branch. By 2017, ten letters—ranging from A to
W—will anchor the system’s many rail services.

FasTracks is Denver's transit expansion plan.
(Regional Transportation District, 2007)
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An RTD bus ad promoting letter designations for a new rail expansion project.

example:

A
LINE

SAN FRANCISCO
A rich variety of rail service is available in San
Francisco—including regional BART lines, Caltrain
commuter rail and the famous cable cars.
Less known to visitors—but vital to locals—is a network
of light rail streetcars. In outer areas of the city,
streetcars function similarly to bus routes. They provide
local service, at frequent intervals, making stops every
few blocks. Once Downtown, most streetcar lines do
something much different from bus routes: they travel
via a unique streetcar subway below busy Market
Street. Here, they serve underground stations rather
than street-level stops.

A Muni Metro N-Judah train on the street.

Where bus routes are designated by number, streetcar
lines are designated by letter. When planning a trip,
customers can tell at a glance that transit services with
a letter use the Market Street subway.
As it relates to Phoenix, the instant distinction between
modes is useful. Though Valley Metro Rail does not
include any major subway portions, letters will help
customers to know what’s a rail line. And, to understand
those lines in the context of a larger, multi-modal transit
system.

San Francisco’s Muni Metro light rail system
inherited letter designations from its streetcar
days. Its first line, the “A”–Geary Line, opened
in 1912. (SF Municipal Railway, 2007)
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LETTERS
TOKYO
Few rail systems in the world can compare to Tokyo.
With its labyrinth of lines, modes, operators and
stations—multiplied by three different alphabets of the
Japanese language—navigation would seem daunting
for the unaccustomed.

2015.11

In fact, the system is renowned for its usability—even
among those who don’t read or speak Japanese. Each of
Tokyo’s 13 subway lines has five different designations:
a number, a color, a Japanese name, a romanized name
and a single roman letter.
Of all five techniques, letters have emerged as the
favored identifier for visitors from abroad. Letters
ranging from A to Z—set in the familiar romancharacter typeface of Futura—explain the system on
maps and on station markings. Somewhat similar to the
old Atlanta method, letters join with numbers to form
alternative, light-on-language station names (e.g, the
16th station on the “A” line appears as “A16”).

[ Shinjuku Gyoen National Garden ]

Excerpts from the Tokyo Metro map (2015)

While Tokyo offers few direct examples for Phoenix, this
clever solution proves the versatility of letters.
[ Suitengu Shrine ]

]

[ Meiji Jingu Shrine ]
[ National Diet Bldg. ]

Transfers and stations are quickly identified with
minimal language. (Antonio Tajuelo, 2013)
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example:

A
LINE

LOS ANGELES
(see page 6 for more on the Los Angeles experience)
In the course of a half-generation, the Los Angeles
rail map will have surged from one line to nine
lines. Accelerated development is presenting a new
challenge: the system has outgrown its original colorbased designations.
Early signs of constraint came in 2011. By then, standard
colors were spoken for—Blue Line, Red Line, etc. Less
common selections like Purple Line, Gold Line and Silver
Line were also in use. With no distinct color available,
a new rail line opened with a name rather than a color:
the Expo Line. The line further broke convention with a
strikingly inconsistent letter (“E” for Expo) sitting in its
aqua-colored disc.

Customer confusion between two shades of
blue led Metro to add an ”E” to signage a few
months after the Expo Line opened.

Today, the transit authority is undertaking a
comprehensive redesignation program. Over the next
few years, letters will appear on rail lines and major
busway lines in Los Angeles County. Legacy colors will
remain—and new colors will be assigned to new lines—
but letters will become the primary identifier. The
entire effort will require an unprecedented retraining
Several new rail lines are under construction
or planning in L.A. With a limited amount of
of customers, employees and media—as well as a fardistinct colors, new designations are necessary.
15
reaching update of signage and maps.
*Future operating plan based on Metro Board approved
environmental documents

Unlike Los Angeles—where rail projects evolved quickly
and unpredictably—Phoenix has charted one regional
system as a single long-term vision. The proposed
lettering system is ideal for the current Valley Metro
plan; it is also durable enough to absorb changes
between now and full build-out.
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